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Recording 

Charm City Junction released their debut album on Patuxent Music in October of 2015 

Track Listing: 

1. Frog on a Lily Pad (2:51) 

2. Last Chance (3:54) 

3. Train on The Island (3:15)  

4. Joe Bane’s Barndance (4:37)  

5. Greasy Coat (4:10) 

6. Margaret's Waltz (3:41) 

7. I've Got a Woman (4:39) 

8. Two O'Clock in the Morning 
(2:49)  

9. Bogs of Shanaheaver (3:36) 

10. I'm Troubled (3:12) 

11. Torn Jacket / Come West 
Along the Road (3:52) 

12. Cousin Sally Brown (3:17) 

13. Return from Helsinki (4:10) 

14. New River Train (3:23) 

 

Liner Notes 

"It's very rare when a new band comes along that gets me excited, REAL excited. I'm talking falling-off-the-
edge-of-my-seat excited. Sure, quite often I discover and enjoy good music by new groups that have great 
timing, rhythm and groove, clever arrangements, tight harmony, tasty notes. But for me to experience music 
euphoria, it takes something that transcends all of the above. I'm not always sure of what it is, but I recognize "it" 
very quickly when it happens. 

When I go to a show and from the first note from the band everyone in the audience is smiling, can't sit still, is 
swaying to the music, dancing in their seats, or even standing up to dance because they can't help it, then I 
know the band has "it." 

I had seen and heard Brad, Patrick, Sean, and Alex individually in other music entities over the years and in 
each situation, they captured my attention as amazing musicians to keep watching for. Each one of them is a 
head-turning musician on his own. So when I heard they had formed a new group, Charm City Junction, I just 
knew that this could very well be one of those rare aligning-of-the-stars moments. I didn't hesitate and went to 
see them in concert.  

Sure enough, BAM! From the first note to the last, the audience was captured with powerful, driving, pulsing, 
can't-keep-still rhythm. Alex, Sean, Patrick, and Brad couldn't help but let it show that they were having as 
much fun as the audience. They were smiling and moving as well. Everything about that night was spectacular, 
the energy, the pacing of the set, the variety of material. On the way home, I told my friend who had joined 
me, "This is the band I'd like to be in!" 

There is now a major buzz about these guys. And this CD will show you why. It has the magic. It has "IT"! My 
preliminary rough-mix copy is in constant rotation. I've even played along with every cut over and over. I just 
can't get enough of Charm City Junction! And I can hardly wait to see them in concert again!"- David 
McLaughlin 


